A   VISIT   TO   THE   BRANCH   HOSPITALS
. foresight, has built a temporary ward holding twenty or
thirty people on a flat piece of the compound. Its cost
was less than a pound, and it affords adequate shelter for a
large number of the less serious cases from the operating-
room. That is the great thing about the tropics. The
climate is so warm ; all that is wanted is a roof and thatch
walls in places, rigged up on bamboo poles, and everyone
inside it will be fairly comfortable.
Much the same happens here as at the other branches.
Four days are spent in seeing the patients, many of whom
have come a long way in the bus to get there, and in
doing those operations which are required. Some patients
have walked many miles, every step of the way hampered
by fever or pain or crippling. Over there on the carriage-
drive, the remorseless Indian sun beating down upon their
poor, ill bodies, are two patients in beds, who have been
carried for miles across country in the hope of relief. One
of them we can take into hospital and nurse back to life
and health; the other, alas, is a desperate case, too far
gone for human aid. Within a few hours the bed will
have become a bier, and the tired and sorrowing bearers
will have to carry back the body, now released from suffer-
ing by the merciful hand of death. " Too late, too late ;
why didn't-you bring her before ? " " Oh, sir, to-day was
J;he auspicious day/1 " If she had come three days ago, we
might have saved her life." " Ah, but, sir, the astrologer
said that to-day was the only possible one." Thus has
another victim fallen to the superstition of the poor, ignor-
ant villagers. We are up against more than mere disease ;
we have got to show the people that the auspicious time
to see the doctor is always early in the illness. The devil
of delay is stronger and more deadly than any of the
powers of the inauspicious times.
Off we go early in the morning to Attingal. Here is
one of our biggest and most useful branches. It is in a
large town, and on a main road, and around it is a dense
population. Moreover, it has ample accommodation for
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